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Ten thousand stars, once chained, taste freedomAn eternal empire, once undefeated, falls to

piecesAn alliance, once united, now lacks a common foeWar was hard enough. Peace may be

impossibleFor seventeen years, Colonel Henry Wong and the United Planets Space Force

have fought the Kenmiri Empire. They drove the alien overlords back from humanity’s borders

into their own stars and found allies among the Kenmiri’s slaves and subjects.Now the war is

over. A great Gathering has been called of the allies who fought the war, but they only ever

shared a common enemy. With the Kenmiri in retreat, a thousand new agendas are

revealed.The United Planets Alliance wants peace above all else. Their allies want everything

from new homes to new empires – and all too many of them are prepared to do anything to

achieve their goals!

About the AuthorGlynn Stewart is the author of Starship's Mage, a bestselling science fiction

and fantasy series where faster-than-light travel is possible-but only because of magic. His

other works include science fiction series Duchy of Terra, Castle Federation and Vigilante, as

well as the urban fantasy series ONSET and Changeling Blood. Writing managed to liberate

Glynn from a bleak future as an accountant. With his personality and hope for a high-tech

future intact, he lives in Kitchener, Ontario with his wife, their cats, and an unstoppable writing

habit. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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battlecruiser shook around him and Henry Wong recognized the dream. It was a familiar

nightmare now, which helped rob it of the strength it had had months before.“We have a grav-

shield blowthrough,” a seemingly faceless noncom reported across the warship’s bridge. “That

dreadnought hit us dead-on.”“We’re going to get shot to pieces!” That figure had a face.

Commander Kveta Vela wasn’t that pale and sunken-eyed in reality, though. The dream

warped Henry’s old navigator into a figure of nightmare.It fit there.“The shield will hold,” Henry

heard himself bark. With a moment of practiced effort, he separated himself from the dream-

him.He’d learned he couldn’t stop the dream, but months of therapy allowed him to disconnect

from it.The man in the center of the bridge of the battlecruiser Panther was less warped than

the officers and crew around him. Tall and narrow-shouldered, Colonel Henry Wong was a

beanpole of a man with short-cropped black hair, dark skin and his father’s dark Chinese

eyes.The dream didn’t distort him much as his old ship dove through the maelstrom. The figure

of dream-Henry was focusing on the set of massive screens giving the bridge a view of the

world around the United Planets Space Force battlecruiser.Henry himself didn’t need to look.

The arrangement of forces in the Set-Sixteen System was burned into his brain, even asleep.

His perception was still pinned to his dream self’s, though, and he was dragged to it.Set-

Sixteen was a Kenmiri provincial capital, deep on the far side of the Empire from the United

Planets. The Kenmiri hadn’t been expecting an attack and their defense fleet was weaker than

it should have been. That fleet was still five full dreadnought battle groups and the UPSF’s

Vesheron allies were getting hammered.Panther’s grav-shields and weapons could turn the

tide of that fight—but that wasn’t their mission, and the birdlike starship plunged through the

Kenmiri lines.“There,” Henry’s avatar said sharply. “That ship. Broos, confirm.”Commander

Broos Van Agteren wasn’t a normal part of Panther’s crew. He was from United Planets

Intelligence, their handler for Operation Golden Lancelot.In person, he was a squat and dark-

haired man with a ready smile and a brilliant glint to his eyes. In the dream, he was a distorted

goblin, every aspect of his features twisted and torn to make him into the monster of Henry’s

own subconscious.“Confirmed,” Van Agteren told him. “That’s the evacuation ship for the

Kenmorad. The queen and her consorts will be aboard.”The ship was the size of one of the

dreadnoughts pounding the Vesheron ships behind Panther but lacked their devastating main

guns. The evacuation ship had one purpose and one purpose only: to evacuate the Kenmorad

population of Set-Sixteen if they felt the planet was threatened.A Kenmorad breeding sect

could repopulate an entire planet of Kenmiri drones in a few years. They could create more



breeding sects, more drones…more Kenmiri.The Kenmiri couldn’t reproduce without the

Kenmorad.“Ser, that’s the last one. We can’t kill her!”Lieutenant Colonel Emil Tyson had been

Panther’s executive officer, Henry’s right-hand man and lubricant who kept a battlecruiser

working in the face of the enemy. The redheaded Irishman hadn’t raised any complaints on the

day. They hadn’t known.“Stand by all missiles and prep the main gun,” Henry’s avatar ordered,

as if Tyson hadn’t spoken. “Vela, get us in hard and fast.”Panther lunged across the void in a

quarter of the time she had in real life. Suddenly, it was the moment of truth, the evacuation

ship’s escorts making a suicide charge at the battlecruiser as Panther dove toward her

prey.“She’s the last one, ser,” Tyson repeated, the avatar of Henry’s subconscious. The one that

knew what he’d done, even if he hadn’t then. “If we kill that ship, we commit genocide. We end

a species.”Henry hadn’t known the full scope of Golden Lancelot. He wasn’t sure if anyone

aboard Panther had—he knew that Van Agteren hadn’t known when they fired. He suspected

the Intel officer had guessed…but hadn’t realized that the breeding sect they were firing on

was the last one left.“Ignore the escorts,” dream-Henry barked. “Target the evac ship with

everything. Fire!”It had taken dozens of missiles and multiple hits from the main gun to take out

the evacuation ship. In his dreams, however, there was only the single gravity-driver round that

had finished her off. It flashed across space and detonated, turning itself into a shotgun blast of

superheated plasma.The Kenmorad evacuation ship vanished inside that blast, and Henry

released a chunk of unconscious hope. Even separated from the dream as he’d been taught,

he still hoped that it would end differently.“That’s it, then,” Van Agteren said, the goblin-like

appearance of the dream version of the man growing more grotesque by the moment. “The

Kenmorad are no more. The Kenmiri will die. We are victorious!”Henry didn’t need to look. He

already knew that both the version of him in the dream and the version of him watching the

dream had hands covered in blood.Henry started awake as the dream ended. He always did.

Time and familiarity had eased much of the horror of the dream, along with copious amounts of

therapy, but…well. He poked at the metal band wrapped around his left arm.MedSuite detected

nightmares. At this stage in your treatment, MedSuite recommends meditation.He sighed. The

band was linked into his internal network and talking to the implants in his head and elsewhere.

He had enough authority over the device now to override it and tell it to give him drugs. If he

did that, though, it would probably add days to his medical leave.Rolling out of bed, Colonel

Henry Wong settled himself onto the floor of his bedroom. The apartment wasn’t much, but it at

least gave him privacy. It was better than the orbital hospital he’d spent the first six weeks of his

twelve-week medical leave inside.“One more appointment,” he said aloud. The walls were bare.

This wasn’t his apartment—it belonged to the United Planets Space Force Medical Division.

The entire building on Sandoval did.The ground floor of the building was shops and

restaurants, like most of the not-quite-downtown area of New Detroit, Sandoval’s capital city.

Above that was a floor of UPSF security, then two floors of medical clinics, then fifteen floors of

apartments.If his appointment went well, he’d finally be out of there today. Command only knew

where he’d go from there—psychological casualties were notorious for being unpredictable in

how long it took to return to duty, so Panther had a new Captain now.He focused on the

meditation, letting his anger, grief, horror…all of his emotions flow through him. He might have

given the order for the final critical shot, but no one had told him what Operation Golden

Lancelot entailed.Henry was honest enough to admit that after seventeen years of war, he’d

have signed off on Golden Lancelot. He was also honest enough to admit that he understood

why the full scale of Lancelot’s objectives had been kept under wraps.It had worked, after all.

Henry had gone into psych treatment in a Space Force still on a war footing. He’d be coming

out of it into a Space Force on a peacetime footing.Seventeen years of war.Henry Wong had



started the conflict with a fiancé and a starfighter. He’d ended it a divorcé with a

battlecruiser.He barely remembered the all-too-excited younger pilot who’d greeted the news of

first contact with joy.But the world turned and people adapted. He’d adapted to a decades-long,

seemingly unwinnable war.He was pretty sure he could handle peace.Chapter Two“Well,

Colonel?” Dr. Schult asked. The psychiatrist had spent over an hour grilling Henry on

everything from his nightmares to his datanet use over the last few weeks. She was a dark-

haired woman wearing the same dark blue UPSF uniform as he was, though hers came with a

black headscarf as well.“Well what, Doctor?” he asked after a moment. After twelve weeks of at

least daily sessions with Dr. Schult and her colleagues, he still found them brutal. He’d thought

he was an introspective man, but the intensive psych rehab that followed being casualtied out

of active duty was something else.“Your mental state has been stable for a solid eight days

now,” she told him. “You’re not quite to where I’d want you to be, to be completely frank, but you

may well be as close to fighting fit as I can get you.“So, I’m looking at one critical question,

Colonel Wong. Do you feel that you are ready to return to active service?”Henry breathed a

long sigh as he considered the question. He didn’t even know what active service was going to

entail for him. There weren’t that many spacegoing commands that needed a full Colonel—the

UPSF’s trio of carriers had Commodores in command, their thirty-two destroyers only needed

Lieutenant Colonels, and all twenty-three battlecruisers already had captains.“I…” He paused.

“I don’t know, Dr. Schult,” he admitted. “I know I’m probably reaching the end of how long I can

be under supervision in a MedDiv apartment without going nuts, no matter how much freedom

I have inside that.“I don’t know if I’m ready to be put back in the command seat of a warship,

but I also don’t think the UPSF has one for me. I know… I know I need to do something,

Doctor, and the only thing I know how to be is a combat spacer.”Everything dropped into place

and he smiled broadly at the doctor as he leaned back in his chair.“I don’t know if I’m ready,” he

repeated. “But I know I’m ready to try.”“Good answer,” Schult said with an answering smile.

“And good enough for me, Colonel Wong.” She waved a hand through the haptic interface field

above her desk, looked at something in the screen only she could see, and then pressed her

thumb down.“You’re released from MedDiv supervision and returned to active duty as of twelve

hundred hours GMT today, Colonel,” she told him. “That’s about one thirty New Detroit time. It

takes at least an hour for everything to process through, so I like to give it extra time.“Standard

protocol is for you to report in to the nearest Force Base. There’ll be a car waiting for you at

one thirty. By the time you make it to Base Skyrim, they’ll have visitor quarters ready for you—

that’s included in the order I just submitted.”She rose and offered a hand to Wong.“You’ve been

as cooperative a patient as I could ever hope for, Colonel, and I know this was a terrible

situation all around,” she told him. “My own opinion of the situation that led you here is

complicated, but I doubt your own is simple.”“No, Doctor,” he confirmed as he shook her hand.

“It’s not. But we deal with the past and move on. Nothing else we can do, is there?”“No. So, get

your ass back to work, Colonel,” Schult told him. “Between you, me and the wall, I had an

official request to confirm whether you’d be returning to duty in the next week. I suspect there

may be something waiting for you.”“Thank you, Dr. Schult,” Henry replied. “For

everything.”Something waiting for him? That wasn’t intimidating at all…but it was definitely the

game he’d put on the uniform to play.The car couldn’t deliver him directly to Base Skyrim, if for

no other reason than that Base Skyrim wasn’t on Sandoval. The massive Force Base had been

the anchor for UPSF actions against the Kenmiri Empire, and it orbited Procyon’s fourth planet:

Rose.Procyon’s government was the one of the UPA’s eight member star systems most likely

to support UPSF expansion and funding. Part of that was because Base Skyrim was now the

largest Space Force base, so Procyon benefited disproportionately from spending by the



United Planets Alliance’s military.The other was that Procyon was the closest of those eight

star systems to the Kenmiri Empire. The Red Wing Campaign—so named for the near-

complete annihilation of the UPSF’s starfighter corps over a six-month period—had ended in

Procyon.Memories of that battle flashed through Henry’s head as the space elevator delivered

him to a transfer orbital. He and Peter had been the only survivors of the Red Wing Campaign

from their carrier. By the time Rygel had gone into the Battle of Procyon, there’d been only four

veteran pilots aboard.The newbies had all died in orbit above this planet. So had half of the

surviving vets. Henry and his fiancé had lived blessed lives, but they’d been there to watch the

first Kenmiri invasion fleet hit the massed strength of the UPSF and fail.In some ways, the

starfighter corps had never recovered from that campaign. Henry and Peter had both

transferred to starship track after that, and they hadn’t been the only ones. It was the

starfighters that had saved the UPA at the beginning, but it was the battlecruisers that had

carried the war after that.From the orbital, he boarded a UPSF official shuttle, exchanging

salutes with the pilot and security as he took his seat.Senior officers were first on, first off, and

there was no one on the small interplanetary craft more senior than a UPSF Colonel. The ship

was too small for artificial gravity, too. The generators for that were bulky and fragile things—

and since the shuttle would spend its entire trip accelerating and decelerating, thrust would

provide what “gravity” was needed—while inertial compensators kept that thrust from crushing

the passengers.“Ser, may I ask a question?”Henry looked up at the young man sitting across

from him. For a second, he thought the younger officer had to be a relatively new recruit. Then

his implant highlighted the insignia on the other man’s uniform: the paired steel bars of a full

Commander, combined with the crossed rifles of the UPSF’s Ground Division.The UPSF was a

combined military. A GroundDiv Commander could be in charge of as many as six hundred

men, a full strike battalion. The man had to be at least in his thirties, even if modern medicine

kept his age from showing at all.From the grand precipice of fifty, Henry thought the man still

looked like a kid.“The flight lasts four hours, Commander,” Henry pointed out. “Colonel Henry

Wong. You?”“Commander Alex Thompson,” the Commander replied. He was a solidly built

blond and blue-eyed man. He could have stepped out of a recruiting poster.“Your question,

Commander?”“Your wings,” Thompson said, gesturing at the icon pinned to Henry’s uniform.

“I’ve never seen that particular version before. Red and gold?”Henry nodded slowly. He still

wore the wings that marked him as qualified to fly a starfighter—these days, he’d probably be

better off conning a battlecruiser, but he’d kept up the qualification—but his were done in gold

with a red center. Most officers would have a chrome insignia with either a black or gold center,

depending on whether they were qualified on shuttles or combat starfighters.The red center

wouldn’t have shown up on the other man’s implant because it was technically a violation of

the uniform code—if one that no one had begrudged its wearers in the last fifteen years.“You

know what red wings mean,” he told the younger man. “You’re here in Procyon, after all.”“You

flew in the Red Wing Campaign?” Thompson asked. “I…didn’t think there was anyone left!”“Not

flying starfighters,” Henry said with a moment of sadness. “Last I checked, there were eleven of

us left.”Four battlecruiser captains. One carrier captain—Henry’s ex-husband, Commodore

Peter Barrie. One Admiral. Five retired or medically discharged. He’d checked the previous day.

He hadn’t had much to do except research, after all.“As for the gold,” Henry forced a smile. “I’m

not surprised you don’t know, Commander. It means I made ace, shooting down at least three

hostile combat spacecraft from a starfighter.”Thompson looked suitably awed for a moment,

then confused.“I didn’t think the Kenmiri had starfighters,” he noted. “Bunch of the rocket-jocks I

knew kept complaining about it: nobody made ace in the war ’cause there was nothing to shoot

down.”Henry chuckled.“I would be very surprised if I am not significantly older than any rocket-



jock you know now, Commander,” he pointed out. “I didn’t make ace against the Kenmiri. I

made it before the war in anti-piracy patrols.”He shook his head. Enough people had died in

peacetime anti-piracy actions that he couldn’t call them “better days.” Gold ace wings had been

more common then.Most of the pilots who’d earned them during the war had earned them the

same way Henry had. Just because humanity was locked in a desperate struggle for their lives

didn’t mean the pirates had packed up and gone home.“Damn.” Thompson shook his head.

“They say you were there from the beginning to the end, ser, but it’s easy to forget what that

means!”“‘They,’ Commander?” Henry asked. It appeared that introducing himself had been

redundant.“Rumor mill and reputation, ser,” Thompson replied. “Not much for them to do these

days but chatter about heroes.”“I’m no hero, Commander,” the Asian-American Colonel said

firmly. “We have a job. We do the job. If we do it right, a lot fewer people die. You get me?”“I get

you, ser,” Thompson confirmed. “I’ve led extraction drops on Kenmiri worlds, ser. The people

you pull out of work camps, they think you’re a hero…but all you remember is the ones you

didn’t save.”“Exactly.” Henry shook his head. “You being transferred to Skyrim,

Commander?”“Just got the bump to O-4,” the younger man told him. “I’m transferring to Raven,

taking over her onboard ground detachment.”“I’ve heard good things about the Corvid-class

ships,” the Colonel replied. “I’m sure she’s lucky to have you.”“Everyone’s paranoid about peace

cuts,” Thompson said quietly. “I’m just glad to have a billet. Government seems to think the war

is over, but I hadn’t seen anything saying the Kenmiri agree just yet!”Henry chuckled, but he

didn’t argue. The Kenmiri hadn’t officially surrendered or given up or…well, anything. But the

reports from the Vesheron—the rebels from the many species the Kenmiri had conquered—

were that the insects were pulling back. They weren’t just pulling occupation garrisons from

annexed worlds but evacuating entire colonies.Millions—probably billions—of red insectoids

were on the move as the Kenmiri tried to find a path into a future that no longer included their

breeding and ruling caste.He’d seen the wrong end of their fleets and their ground troops too

many times to cry crocodile tears for them, but he could still feel sorry for them.And if he hadn’t

had that skill, he wasn’t sure Dr. Schult would have let him go!Chapter ThreeLarge chunks of

Base Skyrim predated artificial gravity, which meant that the core facilities were built around

massive habitation rings. They no longer rotated, but it was easier to refit an old station with

gravity generators than to build a new station.The largest of the rings was the central station. A

trio of UPSF SF-122 Dragoon starfighters orbited above it, a cautious reminder that the

station’s weapons had proven far harder to update. Two battlecruisers were docked to the

station at opposite sides.One at least looked familiar to Henry: one of the Jaguar-class

battlecruisers that had carried the weight of the war against the Kenmiri. She carried a three-

hundred-and-sixty-meter-long gravity driver as the main weapon, matching the length of the

core hull. Thirty meters wide and tall with eighty-meter-long wings, each carrying four missile

launchers.He knew the Jaguar class like the back of his hand. The ship on the far side of the

station from the Jaguar—this one was Leopard, he picked out as the shuttle swooped over it—

was both similar and very different.His implant told him that this one was only three hundred

meters long—which dredged the rest of the details from his memories and databases. Her core

hull was forty-five meters wide and tall, and her wings stretched a hundred meters out from her

hull. A Corvid-class battlecruiser, she was in every sense a superior ship to the old Jaguar

class.“That’s Raven,” Commander Thompson told him. “Hell of a ship, right?”“I have my biases,”

Henry admitted with a smile. “I commanded a Jaguar for six years, Commander. They’re damn

fine ships. But I have to admit, you can’t argue with the upgrades for the Corvids.”“I’m mostly

partial to the expanded ground detachment myself,” Thompson admitted. “A short battalion

instead of a double company. Double the size.”“And a full Commander’s slot instead of a



Lieutenant Commander’s?” Henry asked. “So, a command that lets you stay in space?”The

younger man chuckled.“Only three carriers in the fleet,” he agreed genially. “Unless you have

strings to pull, you’re not getting one of those slots as a GroundDiv officer. Doesn’t take much

promotion to get yourself kicked to a desk as a ground-pounder, ser.”“A desk” was an

exaggeration for the senior ranks in the Space Force’s ground contingents…but not much of

one. In seventeen years of war, Henry wasn’t sure there’d been fifteen ground deployments

larger than a battalion. There definitely hadn’t been twenty.“So, the Corvids having larger

detachments is good for GroundDiv careers, huh?” Henry asked. “I wonder if that was the

reason.”He heard Thompson swallow hard as the shuttle swung into its final docking bay.“I

don’t believe so, ser, but I wouldn’t know,” he admitted.“Neither would I,” Henry agreed. “Though

I can tell you there were a few times during the war when I wished my Panther had another

company or two of GroundDiv troopers. Ground-pounders or not, you always managed to

make yourself useful.”“We do try, ser.”The shuttle settled down into the artificial gravity field

with an almost unfelt impact. The pilot was good.“And it seems we have finally reached Base

Skyrim,” Henry said aloud, rising and stretching. “It’s been a pleasure, Commander Thompson.

Perhaps we’ll meet again.”“I’ll buy you a beer if we have the chance, Colonel,” Thompson

replied. “Less rank in the mess, after all.”“That there is,” Henry agreed. The shuttle hatch slid

open and he gave the GroundDiv officer a salute. “Good luck, Commander. I suspect Raven is

lucky to get you.”Henry Wong didn’t know Skyrim Central as well as he’d known Panther, but

his ship had been based there for most of the six years he’d commanded her. It only took him a

moment to reorient himself and look up his destination.It had been all of those six years since

he’d needed Visiting Officers Administration, after all! The area was located close by,

thankfully, near most of the shuttle bays that people would arrive on the station

through.Declining an offer of assistance from the NCO of the deck for the landing bay, he

shouldered his duffle bag and set off. The steel oak leaf of his rank would get him a human

donkey if he needed, but he was perfectly capable of hauling the duffle himself.It might have

been over ten years since he’d been on Earth and almost twenty since he’d visited the United

States, but he’d still been raised a self-sufficient Montana boy. His father might have looked like

he’d escaped a Hong Kong action movie about rogue cops, but he’d been born in Montana

too.And the old man would have laughed his ass off at his son needing someone to haul the

duffle bag for him.Visiting Officers Administration had a small reception area in front of two

large desks. The chairs looked reasonably comfortable, and both of the Chief Petty Officers

holding down the desks themselves were attentive and awake.The black Chief in the desk on

the right was free and gestured for Henry to come over.“Chief Petty Officer Andrew Adebayo,”

he said in a sharp accent distinctive to the main colony in Keid, known as 40 Eridani until

people actually lived there. “Scan in, please, Colonel.”Adebayo flipped a reader field across the

haptic interface of his desk, and Henry placed his hand on it. The field ran over his hand for a

second, a mild tingling sensation as it scanned his handprint and linked to his network, then

vanished in a green halo around his hand.“Colonel Henry Wong, correct?” Adebayo asked. “I

have your appointment listed in the system as being in just over an hour on Deck One. You

should be able to grab a transit pod and make it there in plenty of time.”Henry blinked.“That

might be a mistake,” he admitted. “I’m supposed to be checking into Visitors’ Quarters and

notifying Command of my location as I stand by for assignment.”“Let me check,” the noncom

replied. His hands flickered across the desk, but the system projected whatever he was looking

for directly into his eyes. Henry couldn’t see anything.“Yes, I see that,” he finally said. “That

request was filed at eleven hundred GMT this morning. You were flagged as assigned and the

request for housing was canceled at fourteen hundred GMT.”“I was an on interplanetary shuttle



in deep space at fourteen hundred hours, Chief,” Henry pointed out. “Assigned where?”“That

information hasn’t been released to the general system yet,” Adebayo told him. “It usually isn’t

until the officer has been informed by their superiors or received a physical writ, in the case of

a proper command.”Henry couldn’t help himself. He fingered the rocket insignia that declared

him a member of Space Division—the portion of the Space Force that actually contained

starships.He’d held two of the archaic paper writs declaring him captain of a UPSF starship in

his life, but he hadn’t realized that no one was advised of the assignment until the captain held

that writ.“You don’t know anything, Chief?” he asked. “That’s fair, but it leaves me swinging in

the dark.”“I know you have an appointment at eighteen hundred hours on Deck One,” Adebayo

said with a brilliantly white grin. “Office one-six-six-eight.” He paused. “That’s the visitor office in

the Admirals’ box, ser. Security on the Deck One Command Center, then more security for the

Admiralty Annex. Might take you more time to get in than you think.”There were seven Admirals

in Base Skyrim, but Henry felt a sinking sensation in his chest as he realized that, with his luck,

it could only be one of them.“I need somewhere to change and store my duffle,” he told

Adebayo. He’d traveled to Base Skyrim in a duty uniform—dark blue slacks and a turtleneck

with his insignia.He was not meeting an Admiral in that!One dress uniform, one transit pod,

and two extremely thorough security checks later, Henry had entered the Admiralty Annex on

Deck One. Part of him wanted to go right to Office 1668 without checking who the room was

assigned to.The rest of him was too much a tactician to go into battle without knowing the

ground. Stepping over to the wall just inside the door, a gesture into the haptic interface field

brought up the directory.Confidentiality and habit might keep the identity of the occupant of the

visitor’s office in the Annex quiet outside this space, but efficiency required the directory there,

inside all of the security, to be complete.Henry was unsurprised by the name: Vice Admiral

Sonia Hamilton. She wasn’t officially assigned to Base Skyrim—officially, she commanded the

United Planets Fifth Fleet—but her command was notorious for being sliced up into single-ship

detachments scattered across known space.It was Fifth Fleet’s battlecruisers that had carried

out the long-distance strikes of Operation Golden Lancelot, including Panther under Henry’s

command.Hamilton was also the woman who’d ordered him declared a psychological casualty.

She’d probably saved his life…but she’d done so after he’d had what he now recognized as a

PTSD attack and sworn at her.Staring at the name, he pulled out a flimsy. Unrolling the thin

display, he gave it instructions via his network and checked his current status in the system.As

Chief Adebayo had noted, his new assignment hadn’t been released yet. What was in the

system, however, was that while he’d been transferred off Panther, he had never been

reassigned from Fifth Fleet.An Admiral’s orders always had priority. In this case, though, not

only was Vice Admiral Sonia Hamilton an Admiral, she was also his direct superior

officer.There was no way to avoid what he suspected was going to be an awkward

conversation at best. Concealing a sigh, Henry rolled up the flimsy and returned it to the pocket

inside his jacket. Another gesture flipped the directory to a mirror, and he double-checked the

uniform.Class Two Undress Uniform was basically the same dark blue slacks and turtleneck as

a duty uniform—though lacking the safety features that would turn a duty uniform into an

emergency vac-suit—with a black jacket overtop carrying his full medals and decorations.After

seventeen years of war and twenty-seven years of active service, Henry Wong had enough of

those that his uniform jacket could probably be used as a bludgeoning weapon.Its perfect

alignment, an unconscious arrangement borne of practice, wasn’t going to give him an excuse

to delay. With a deep breath he concealed from the Commander holding down the Annex’s

front desk, he turned.Giving the young man at that desk a firm nod, he set off for Office

1668.Chapter FourArriving at Admiral Hamilton’s office several minutes early despite



everything, Henry parked himself on the wall across from the door and prepared to wait.He

was rudely disabused of that notion when the door slid open and Hamilton’s familiar bark

echoed out.“Get your ass in here, Henry,” she ordered. “They gave me an adorable security

camera and I don’t have anything else scheduled for the next hour.”“Yes, ser.”Removing himself

from the wall before he even managed to get comfortable, he entered the office. Coming to

attention, he saluted the white-haired woman sitting behind the desk.“When, in the twenty

years you have known me and been under my command, have you known me to want that

mickey mouse shit, Colonel?” Hamilton asked. “Sit. Down.”“Yes, ser,” he responded, echoing his

earlier words as he obeyed.Then–Colonel Sonia Hamilton had been the captain of the support

carrier Rygel when the war had started. Henry had spent two years under her command as

one of her Fighter-Div pilots, the aptly-nicknamed rocket-jocks, but had lost track of her when

he’d transferred to SpaceDiv.They’d met again when she was the battle group commander

when he’d served as executive officer on a destroyer, and she’d been his first battle group

commander when he commanded his own destroyer.She’d received Fifth Fleet around the

same time he’d received Panther. Age had whitened the Admiral’s hair, and she’d gone from

wearing it in a long braid to shaving it into a tight white cap. It certainly hadn’t softened

her.“Let’s get one thing out of the way, since I know you’re going to have a stick up your ass

about it,” Hamilton said calmly. “You told me, and I quote, that you ‘didn’t have a fucking clue

where your ship was and didn’t give a flying fuck.’”Henry winced.“That was followed by a

stream of gibberish that I believe may have included the phrases ‘tin-pot dictator’ and ‘ironclad

bitch,’” she continued. “Do I have that roughly correct, Colonel?”“I don’t remember the details

that well,” he admitted. “But roughly correct, yes.”“I got the report from the medics I sent to your

office, but would you like to tell me what was on your desk when we had that memorable

conversation?” Hamilton asked him, her voice suddenly soft and gentle.That he was never

going to forget.“My insignia, a bottle of rum, and a loaded nine-millimeter pistol,” Henry said

flatly.“You are aware, I assume, that being a psych casualty is recorded on your record merely

as being wounded?” she asked. “While we all believe ourselves to be modern souls, people are

people and make dumb choices. It is never officially revealed that you were stood down for

psychiatric reasons.“So far as I’m concerned, Colonel, you bled on me,” she told him. “I no

more hold it against you than if you’d lost an arm and physically leaked on me. You were

injured and that was how you showed it. We got you the help you needed. End of story, yes?”“If

you insist, ser,” Henry conceded.“I do insist,” Hamilton said as she pulled a pair of glasses and

a bottle of rum from under the table. “Not least because I’m quoting what Admiral Sasaki told

me when I returned to duty after the Battle of Procyon.”“Ser?”“I was psych-casualtied after

Procyon, yes,” she confirmed. “And I told Admiral Sasaki to go stick their iron pipe up their

ass.”Henry had met Admiral Jun Sasaki once. The legendary admiral had died with their

flagship in the fifth year of the war, in the daring offensive that had led to humanity’s first

contact with the Vesheron. Sasaki had been a notoriously strict taskmaster with, as Hamilton

was suggesting, a reputation for having an iron stick up their ass.“I did not know that,” he

admitted.“And that’s how much people will know about your own incident,” Hamilton told him.

“PTSD is a sneaky evil bitch, but we can treat it. You’re going to be okay.”“So I’m told,” Henry

replied. “Dr. Schult cleared me for active duty, and it seems Base Skyrim’s systems say I’m

assigned somewhere. I’m guessing that’s why I’m here?”“Of course it’s why you’re here,”

Hamilton snapped. “I’ve had a fucking Fabergé egg of a project dropped in my lap: fragile,

critical…and no one in Command seems to give a shit. You get to haul it for me.”Henry took a

moment to process that, then felt a smile spread over his face. There was only one meaning to

that: he was getting another ship.“What’s the mission?” he asked.“The war is over,” Hamilton



noted. “That’s the part Command and the General Assembly are paying attention to. So far as

we can tell, there isn’t a Kenmiri within a hundred light-years of UPA space. They’ve

abandoned occupied planets, garrisons, outposts…even the provincial capital at Ra-7.”“I’d

heard the reports,” he said. “I didn’t think it was that complete.”“Right now, it appears that the

Kenmiri Conclave of Warriors is in charge,” she said. “That’s the eldest and best of their Warrior

drones. I’m guessing there’s a lot of push and pull between the Warriors and the Artisans, with

the Workers stuck in the middle.”She made a throwaway gesture.“Their problem, not

ours.”Henry nodded his agreement. The three-way split of the sterile Kenmiri drones had

always weirded him out, but if the Conclave of Warriors was in charge, Hamilton’s assessment

was probably right.All of the drones were easily of human-level intelligence with genetic

memories, but each caste was physically and mentally tailored to their purpose. Warriors were

bigger, stronger and faster, their minds and bodies programmed for war. Artisans were smaller

and smarter, their minds and bodies programmed for delicate construction and

technology.Workers fell somewhere in between, with the catch that they only had a life

expectancy of about fifteen years to a Warrior or Artisan’s seventy. During the Empire, they’d

been supported in turn by vast numbers of non-Kenmiri slaves from the occupied worlds.“So

we’re, what, looting?” he asked. The UPA had been lucky in that their gravity technology was

well ahead of the Kenmiri, but the rest of their tech was still behind. Gravity shields had

rendered Terran warships nearly invulnerable, allowing them to close with Kenmiri warships

that were faster and armed with longer-ranged weapons.“I wish,” Hamilton replied. “No.

Diplomacy, Colonel. The Vesheron have called a Great Gathering, with all of the people who

fought the Kenmiri to meet and discuss the future of the galaxy.”“Which Vesheron?” Henry

asked carefully. “I mean, hell, technically we’re Vesheron.”Vesheron basically just meant rebel.

All of the groups that had fought the Kenmiri were Vesheron, and that included at least twenty

species and twice that many factions.“El-Vesheron,” the Admiral corrected. “We were outside

the Empire, so we’re El-Vesheron. Like the Londu or the Terzan.“And we have no idea which

Vesheron, which I find bloody fascinating,” she concluded. “Given the nature of that fragmented

collection of factions, I’m surprised the call was broad enough to prevent us pinpointing a

source.“But that’s what it looks like we’ve got.”Henry nodded slowly. The Vesheron had always

been interesting to work with. They’d mostly been equipped with stolen Kenmiri ships, usually

the lighter warships, but they’d refitted them to be disturbingly effective.The word Vesheron

itself, though, was in the Kenmiri trade language, Kem. Kem was the only language the

Vesheron factions had in common with each other, let alone the El-Vesheron outsiders who’d

joined their fight.Plus, well, three-quarters of the species included in the Vesheron could pass

for human at a distance—as could the Londu, one of the other two El-Vesheron species. That

was a headache that was driving biologists nuts but was thankfully outside of Henry’s area of

expertise.“It probably came out of the Restan initially,” he said slowly. “They were probably the

single most organized of the factions, basically a government in exile.”“I’d agree. Not least

because the Gathering is going to take place at Resta,” Hamilton told him. “But that could just

as easily be because they were the first faction to really reestablish themselves in a position of

authority. They’re firmly back in control of their system and even building ships.”She waved a

hand through the desk’s interface field and threw a hologram of the region into the air. UPA

space was blue. Londu space was orange. The old Kenmiri Empire was marked in translucent

red.Resta flashed purple inside that translucent red. Well into Kenmiri space, it was also almost

exactly halfway between Londu and UPA space.“I wonder if they’re worrying about us and the

Londu,” he murmured.“I would in their place, though I know damn well they don’t need to worry

about us,” Hamilton replied. “Half of the General Assembly wants to pull in all of our



connections and pretend the rest of the galaxy doesn’t exist. Deal with our own problems.“The

other half is in shock at what we did to the Kenmorad.” She shook her head. “Nobody wants to

conquer anybody. We’re going to be watching our own planets and claimed stars.”Henry’s gaze

focused on the blue area claimed by the United Planets Alliance. Eight member systems, the

colonies with tens of millions of people or more. Three dozen outposts or claimed systems,

none with more than a couple of million souls and half of them empty.There were entire

inhabitable worlds inside the zone the UPA had claimed. They had more than enough to keep

them busy.“But the Resta are right in the middle of everything and feeling threatened,” he

concluded. “So, they get a puppet or six to set this Gathering in motion to set up rules and

plans going forward.”“That’s Intel’s read,” Hamilton confirmed. “You’ll have a briefing waiting for

you when you get to your ship, but that’s most of it. The two key things you need to know are

that we don’t want to get dragged into anything. We want peace and trade deals, but not

enough to want to commit ships or troops.”He nodded.“And the second?” he asked.“Intel is one

hundred percent certain the Londu are going to take advantage of the opportunity to press for

territorial gains,” she told him. “They’ve already got two near-human species in their space, and

they’re not going to blink at integrating a few more if it gets them a few dozen inhabitable

worlds and a hundred or so stars.”That would probably be more than the Londu could digest,

Henry figured, but it would also still only be a fraction of the space up for grabs. The Kenmiri

had ruled ten thousand stars, and it looked like they’d already abandoned half of that.At least.“I

see what you mean about Fabergé egg, ser,” he told Hamilton. “It’s going to be a game of

intimidation and diplomacy, and I can’t do much of either on my own. I’m assuming there’s

going to be a diplomat?”“We’re meeting her for dinner in thirty minutes,” the Admiral said

calmly. “And the intimidation is going to be a matter of everyone waving their dicks around and

saying ‘mine’s bigger.’ We’re the UPA. They know what we bring to the table.”“So, how much

‘dick’ am I going to have to swing?” Henry asked bluntly.“If some folks had their way, we’d have

been sending your ex’s carrier with a full support group,” Hamilton told him. “The Assembly

nixed anything more than a single ship—and specifically said no carriers, too.”Henry swallowed

a snort of amusement at that. The UPA’s carriers weren’t designed for independent

deployment, not really, but the four-hundred-meter-long starships definitely made for a solid

argument of “mine’s bigger.”“Instead, I’m sending the nastiest hunk of metal I’ve got, with a

Captain whose name they all know. The man who landed the final blow: Colonel Henry

Wong.”“I’m…not entirely comfortable leaning on that particular reputation, ser,” he

admitted.“Get comfortable, Colonel,” she told him. “You paid for it. Just like I paid for the

reputation of being an ice-cold bitch who’d feed starfighters into the grinder without blinking. If

you’ve already bought it, you may as well use it.“But most important for now…”She pulled two

things out from under the desk and slid them across the desk.He’d been expecting them both,

but they still sent shivers down his spine. The first was the writ, the archaic paper document

giving him command of a United Planets Space Force starship.The second looked simple. It

was simply a piece of white fabric, a wrap that would velcro onto the neck of his uniform

sweater. Only one type of person in the entire UPSF wore a turtleneck with a differently colored

collar.That white collar declared the wearer the Captain of a UPSF starship.“We’re giving you

Raven,” she told him. “Shiniest and nastiest of the Corvid-class battlecruisers. She isn’t Panther

—and believe me, I know that hurts—but she’s the sharpest sword I have to give to the

sharpest Captain I have.”Henry stared at the writ and the collar for several silent seconds.“Well,

Colonel? Is it Captain again…or do I need to find another officer for this mission?”He grabbed

both items and met Sonia Hamilton’s gaze.“Captain Wong, reporting for duty, ser.”Chapter

FiveThe collar and the writ both went into an inner pocket of Henry’s uniform jacket. He was



allowed to wear the collar now—as a former starship Captain, he still had uniform turtlenecks

with the white collar as part of the garment instead of an add-on—but he wouldn’t feel entitled

to it until he’d actually taken command of Raven.Admiral Hamilton clearly felt that was lower

priority than meeting his passenger and led the way into a private transit pod that whipped

them through the station.With a gesture in the air, she flipped a three-dimensional image from

her internal network to him. It was hard to judge size from a hologram, but he guessed the

woman to be tall and slim, a sharp-faced individual with shoulder-length blond hair and a

piercing gaze.“Piercing” looked like a good descriptor of her in general, and he suspected that

was at least partially intentional.“This is Em Sylvia Todorovich,” Hamilton told him. “UPA

Diplomatic Corps. For this mission, she’s acting as our plenipotentiary Ambassador.”With the

name and the face, Henry’s internal network easily pulled Em Todorovich’s official record. Ten

years younger than him, she’d entered the diplomatic corps directly from university—on the

exact day, in fact, that he and Hamilton had watched the rest of Rygel’s fighter complement die

at Procyon.“She’s from Epsilon Eridani,” Hamilton told him. “Long tradition of service in the

Eridani government and in the Novaya Imperiya before that.”Henry snorted.“I can’t blame

anyone for that,” he pointed out. “My great-grandfather dropped on Tau Ceti with the

USMC.”“And my also-American great-grandmother led the relief fleet for the EU under a

Canadian nationality everyone knew was a lie,” Hamilton said dryly. “If we’re going to hold the

Unity War against people, we’ll be here all day.”He chuckled as Todorovich’s record unspooled

in front of him. She’d served as an aide to the Eridani General Assembly Member during the

early years of the war against the Kenmiri. Then a junior negotiator on several trade missions

through the UPA. And then…“Wait, she was part of the Vesheron missions?” he asked.“The

junior-most of four negotiators on the second delegation,” Hamilton told him. “She spent five

years in Kenmiri space working to help keep the Vesheron factions pointed at the same enemy

—and if you haven’t made it that far, she was then joint Ambassador to the Londu with Em Karl

Rembrandt.“Rembrandt’s retired, which means she’s the only diplomat we’ve got that knows

the Londu and she’s probably the best we’ve got that knows the Vesheron. Todorovich is

probably more critical to this mission than you are, Captain Wong.”Henry shook his head at the

memory of Em Karl Rembrandt. Panther had been one of four battlecruisers on the extraction

mission after the Ambassador had been captured by the Kenmiri. They’d got him out…but he’d

left both legs behind.He’d have taken Rembrandt over anyone else in the UPA’s diplomatic

corps, but he could understand why the old man had retired.“I figured that from the beginning,

ser,” he pointed out. “I didn’t know she’d worked with Rembrandt.” He paused, pulling up the

data. “Sorry, joint Ambassadors alongside Rembrandt?”Rembrandt was almost twice

Todorovich’s age and had been the star diplomat of the UPA. If he’d accepted the woman as

his equal, she was going to be one tough lady.“Bingo. So, don’t shove your foot in it, Captain. If

Em Todorovich decides she wants a different driver, well…” Hamilton chuckled. “Well, it’s too

late for that, but she can damn well make your life miserable.”Henry smiled thinly.He couldn’t

say, after all, that the Admiral was the more likely of the two of them to shove a foot in it.The

restaurant on deck two had clearly been expecting them. While technically a civilian

establishment, Maya’s was also one of the top five eating establishments on a military base

with a hundred thousand spacers and officers.They were quite familiar with the concept of

“Admiral’s priority,” and a white-suited host retrieved them from the end of the already-short line

within seconds of their arrival.“Admiral Hamilton, Colonel Wong,” the androgynous, shaven-

headed host said with a small bow. “Welcome, welcome. Your table is waiting for you.”The host

led them in, past others waiting for their own reservations—but they saw Hamilton’s stars, and

no one complained.“The Ambassador’s staff just updated us via the datanet that she’s running



slightly late and will be here in just over five minutes,” the host told the two officers as they led

the way through the restaurant. A mix of red and gold silk fabrics created decorative cubicles

around the tables, and the sound of running water permeated the place.There was only one

fountain in the middle of the main space, though. The rest of the water sound in the restaurant

was artificial—a subtler and more pleasing form of white-noise generator, Henry

suspected.They were ushered into an end table with more solid-looking walls than the rest of

the dining cubicles as a strong smell of mixed spices wafted out from the kitchen.“I’ll have a

server bring you water to start,” the host told them as they seated the pair. “I’ll be waiting for

Em Todorovich myself. She won’t go astray.”“Thank you,” Hamilton told their guide.The host

disappeared before either of them could say more. Henry shook his head as he inspected the

table. Wood wasn’t cheap on a space station, but there were vast plantations of both local and

Terran trees on Sandoval to supply the system’s needs.This table, though. He poked at one of

the small burn marks, and his internal network cheerfully assessed it as having been varnished

over. Repeatedly. Most of the varnish on the table would have been removed, but the pockmark

from the burn kept the layers.“This table is older than I am,” he observed. “I think it might be

older than Skyrim.”“The first Chef Maya apparently brought the tables from her mother’s

restaurant in India,” Hamilton told him. “That restaurant had been around since the twenty-

second century. At least some of the tables are over two hundred years old.”She rapped the

table. “Solid enough.”Their water materialized a moment later, and Henry barely had time to

take a sip before their guest arrived.The impression of sharpness he’d picked up from Sylvia

Todorovich’s image was an underestimate. She was at least ten centimeters taller than he was

but probably weighed twenty kilograms less. Everything about her face and body was sharp,

nearly gaunt in the hard lines of her bones and her gaze as she met his eyes.“So, this is your

captain, Admiral Hamilton?” Todorovich asked, her words as swift and sharp as her

movements.“Colonel Henry Wong, meet Em Sylvia Todorovich,” Hamilton replied. “Ambassador

plenipotentiary for the United Planets Alliance to the Vesheron factions.”“It’s just the Vesheron,”

Todorovich corrected as she took a seat. “The word includes an equivalent to ‘factions’ in its

meaning. Calling them the Vesheron factions is like calling us the UPA Alliance.”“Fair.” The

Admiral gestured her concession. “I am not a linguist, Ambassador. Neither is the Colonel.”“I

speak Kem,” Henry pointed out. “The use of the extra word is to clarify to English speakers a

meaning they may not pick up from the Kem word. Clarity is often a more important part of

communication than the correct use of language.”The Ambassador laughed, a crisp and

precise sound.“Teta,” she told him. The Kem word meant “struck” and served much the same

purpose in formal combat contests for the Kenmiri warrior caste as touché did in Terran

fencing.“Only a quarter of officers serving alongside the Vesheron bothered to learn Kem,” she

continued after a moment. “That always struck me as unwise. Translation software is powerful

and fast…but far from perfect.”“Most officers in the area of operations didn’t have time to pick

up a new language alongside their duties,” Henry replied. “We were there to fight a war. So long

as some of us could validate the translation and talk to people face to face, most of our officers

could communicate by computer and their actions.“It was more important that we fought by

their side than that we could engage in cross-lingual punning.”Todorovich leaned back in her

chair, studying him in silence with those piercing eyes.“He’ll do, Admiral,” she said. “Where did

you find him?”“Rembrandt liked him. I figured you could tolerate him,” Hamilton concluded.

“Now, I know you two seem ready to verbally spar until Maya’s throws you out, but I am hungry

and would prefer to be eating this restaurant’s vindaloo while I watch you do so.“Shall we

order?”“Your job, Colonel, is going to be to sit in orbit and be a pointed reminder to the

Vesheron that their massed fleet couldn’t reliably penetrate your shields,” Todorovich noted as



they sipped hot milk tea after the meal.
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but not story breakers. One real issue: since so many Kenmiri warships were captured and

available for reverse engineering, one would think the UPA warships would have the same

inertial compensator technology as the other warring partners whose warcraft are based on

Kenmiri designs, or ARE refurbished Kenmari craft. Yet the acceleration difference is a fairly

crucial issue in a number of places in the story. Otherwise, a really absorbing yarn, very well

crafted and and a delight, cover to cover. Highly recommended. The only reason I am not

waiting with baited breath is his OTHER series awaiting their next story. I read almost

everything this author writes and NO disappointments! He is absolutely among the top authors
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the fact that many of the species mentioned are not fleshed out enough to remain memorable
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role in coming books to make a five star read.”
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